
EQUIPTO V-GripTM Shelving Units, a shelving system that can be modified to accommodate your changing inventory requirements!

V-GripTM Drawer Units
Add drawers to your V-Grip unit to
create even more space saving 
solutions. Store small parts in the
drawers and large parts on the shelves
for a complete storage solution.

Deckover Platforms
Combine the versatility of V-Grip  
shelving with the space saving 
of a deckover platform and easily 
double your storage space 
by building up, not out.

Mobile Aisle Systems
You can also double storage  
capacities by adding V-Grip  
shelving to a Mobile Aisle system, 
which turns the same footprint into 
twice the space.

V-GripTM Divider Units
Easily organize and separate important
products for easier access and retrieval
with divider units that easily pop in and out 
for multiple width and placement options.

V-GripTM Locking Half Cabinet Doors
If you have items that need to be held
under lock and key, then, a half cabinet
door is the perfect choice to combine
the versatility of a V-Grip unit with 
the security of a locking cabinet.

V-GripTM Locking Full Cabinet Doors
If you have items that need to be held
under lock and key, then, a full cabinet
door is the perfect choice to combine
the versatility of a V-Grip unit with 
the security of a full locking cabinet.

V-GripTM Locking Half Cabinet Doors 
with Quick View Panes.
If you have items that need to be held
under lock and key, then, a half cabinet
door is the perfect choice to combine
the versatility of a V-Grip unit with 
the security of a locking cabinet.
If you want viewability without having
to open the doors then V-Grip with Quick 
View Doors is the choice for you.

V-GripTM Shelving features the most efficient fastening principle known:
Corner shelf reinforcements with extruded studs insert easily  

into tapered slots in uprights. Shelf corner drops firmly over corner  
reinforcement and seats itself. Four-way, crossed tension minimizes  

deflection, and imparts superior strength and rigidity to the unit.

Want more? Consider these options for V-GripTM Shelving!
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V-GripTM Locking Full Cabinet Doors 
with Quick View Panes.
If you have items that need to be held
under lock and key, then, a full cabinet
door is the perfect choice to combine
the versatility of a V-Grip unit with 
the security of a full locking cabinet.
If you want viewability without having
to open the doors then V-Grip with full 
Quick View Doors is the choice for you.




